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MGEX WHEAT RECAP 
Tuesday, March 11, 2014 

Futures Settlements: Cash: Delivered Rail Chicago/Beyond. Mpls is -15, Duluth -25 
 Close Chg Today's 

Volume 
AM 
O.I. 

O.I 
Chg 

Protein: 12% 13% 14% 15% 

MWK4 707^0 S 14^2 3100 27732 -112 Basis (K): +160/+200 +175/+240 +240/+275 +285/+315 

MWN4 704^4 S 16^2 1463 15261 +95 Info:  cars/cars cars/cars cars/train cars/cars 

MWU4 709^4 S 17^0 736 8872 -247 Change: no comp unch/.unch dn 25/unch dn 15/up 15 

MWZ4 719^6 S 18^0 896 8251 +80 Mpls Truck NQ +35  +70  +85  

MWH5 727^0 S 18^0 234 2478 +46 Portland (K) Mar  April May  June 

MWK5 727^0 S 19^0 24 206 -4 14%proBasis  +160/+175 +160/+180 +150/+180 +140/+155 

Totals:   6,466 62,478 -147  unch/dn 5 unch/unch/ unch/unch unch/unch 

Cash Exchanges: 522  Options: 30 

Receipts on the Floor:   
63 cars and 0 trains 

Implied option vols: 
steady, 24% all months 

Cash: Spring wheat basis steady/weaker, wary of possibility of 
increased movement due to warming temps and the Cdn govt 
mandate. However, there is still no signs of improved logistics.  

Commentary: 
Wheat rocketed higher today as fund short-covering resumed in force. New move highs were posted in 
WK, KWK, and MWK and WK tested (but failed to close above) its 200-day moving average. Corn 
closed up a nickel while beans slipped by the same amount. Closing prices were some 8-10 cents off of 
daily highs but still impressive at up 18 ¼ for WK, up 14 ¼ for MWK, and up 17 ¼ for KWK (up 20 ½ in 
KWN). Farmer selling has been active on the rally but there isn’t much old crop wheat left to buy. 
Producers have been reluctant to make new crop sales but we are just beginning to see some interest.  
 
So much for yesterday’s lower trade, which seemed to augur an end to fund buying and a potential 
trend change to retrace the Russia/Ukraine rally. But then today happened. Although funds are nearing 
net even to net long status in wheat, there is a still a sizeable gross short position that is being 
unwound. Also of note is a media narrative suddenly saturated with bullish stories, everything from 
worry about spring crops being sown in Crimea (accounting for 1% of production in Ukraine), El Niño 
and food inflation on CNBC, to the old standby of Southern Plains drought—as if that isn’t already 
priced into the market with KW at historicly high intermarket premiums of 20 over MW and 70 over W, 
not to mention KWN $2.35 over CN. This is not a fundamentally driven market. It is money flow, and 
money is flowing in on the buy side.  
 
Railroad performance remains horribly, and is reportedly worse this week compared to last despite the 
warmer temperatures. The backlog grows. Still, spring wheat basis in both the spot market and on a to-
arrive basis (and by extension, MW calendar spreads) are trading defensively under the threat that the 
combination of Spring and the Canadian government’s mandate will at some point open up the 
floodgates and everyone will find themselves double, triple, or quadrupled cover on cash needs. While 
the stakes have been raised by the Harper government, we see no sign of improvement and wouldn’t 
be surprised to see the situation remain unchanged for longer than expected. Without a reliable freight 
market, it is not advisable to have any short hedges in the MWK as this will become a proxy for cash at 
the terminal location (Duluth/Superior). Delivery stocks are being drawn down (750,000 bushels last 
week) and once the Lakes open for navigation vessel load-out will be a real possibility, even to supply 
eastern mills. Active trades are long MWK vs. short KWK and long MW U/Z vs. short MW Z/H. HRW 
appears overvalued (flat, intermarket, and calendar) but we’re cautious of fund buying. –Austin Damiani 


